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EMSO (European Multidisciplinary Seafloor and water-column Observatory;
http://www.emso-eu.org) is a European-scale Research Infrastructure (RI) based on fixed-point,
seafloor and water-column observatories with the basic scientific objective of near-real time
and real-time, long-term monitoring of environmental processes related to the interaction
between the geosphere, hydrosphere and biosphere. The RI is geographically distributed in key
sites of European waters, and spans from polar to sub-tropical climatic zones and from the
open ocean to closed thus offering a broad spectrum of study across diverse environments.
EMSO open ocean observatory locations were identified according to the scientific priorities
of the European marine Science community, through multiple EU coordination projects and
infrastructure development projects. These key sites were selected because their ongoing key
natural processes require continuous long-term monitoring to understand their dynamics at a
continental scale. Tests sites are also integral parts of the observatory network and they are
fundamental facilities for testing devices (software and hardware) to be incorporated in EMSO
nodes. Figure 1 shows the location of the EMSO nodes presently targeted to establish
permanent, fixed-point observatories.
From the technological point of view, the most striking characteristic of observatory design
is the ability to address interdisciplinary objectives simultaneously across scales. Data are
collected from the ocean surface, through the water column, the benthos, and the subseafloor. Depending on the application, in situ infrastructures can either be attached to a cable,
which provides power and enables data transfer, or they operate as independent benthic and
moored instruments. Data, also in the latter case, can be transmitted through acoustic
networks that are connected to a satellite-linked buoy. Cabled infrastructures provide
important benefits such as real-time data transfer, when a processing of huge amount of data
(as for bioacoustics) or a real-time integration with land-based networks (as for the
seismology), as well as a rapid geo-hazard early warning system, are needed.
EMSO ERIC (European Research Infrastructure Consortium) is the legal entity managing the
infrastructure. The ERIC implements the organisation for facilitating scientists from various
disciplinary marine communities to access the infrastructure remotely, physically, virtually, and
spreads the data produced encouraging their use and integration. The ERIC also promotes the
enrichment of the infrastructure with new components and new monitoring nodes.
Marine Science communities at national levels are progressively joining together to network,
share and exploit their research infrastructures, efforts and skills in support of EMSO. It is

particularly important to have this national-level coordination as the ERIC structure is according
to national membership. Italian and French communities have already established Joint
Research Unit (JRU), namely EMSO Italia and EMSO France, gathering research institutions and
universities under the leadership of INGV in Italy and IFREMER and CNRS in France. The JRUs
help to increase awareness of the EMSO opportunities and in broadening the scientific user
base.

Fig. 1 - Geographical distribution of the EMSO nodes around the European Seas

EMSO is going to be one of sub-sea segments of the COPERNICUS initiative and can
significantly enhance the observational capabilities of European Member States. EMSO ERIC will
also be an important component of the future EOOS (European Ocean Observing System), a
system of systems federating single initiatives (such as Euro-ARGO). EOOS will integrate
Eulerian coastal and open ocean monitoring systems looking at sub-seafloor, seafloor, watercolumn, sea-air interface with Lagrangian systems and Earth Observation.
EMSO is the European "voice" to speak to worldwide counterpart programmes, such as
ONC-NEPTUNE in Canada, NSF-OOI in US, JAMSTEC-DONET in Japan or IMOS in Australia.

